Work Group Change Request

Merger of Two or More Work Groups

- Surviving Work Group: FHIR-I
  - Work Group Approval Date: September 23, 2022

- Dissolving Work Group: Modeling & Methodology
  - Work Group Approval Date: September 21, 2022

Work Group Dissolution Info

Steward of proposal: Jean-Henri Duteau  jean@duteaudesign.com

Have you discussed with CTO/TSC Chair? Yes, on 2022-09-21

If yes, please summarize the outcome of that discussion: Discussed at TSC calls and we agreed that MnM should merge with FHIR-I for the FHIR methodology and datatypes work and that the V3 artifacts and methodology will be taken over by the TSC

Name of dissolving work group: Modeling & Methodology

Explanation for dissolution: We have not been getting a proper set of members attending our meetings and decisions are being made with only 3-5 members in attendance. As well, we have not been receiving any V3 methodology or artifacts questions.

Options for handling the existing co-chairs of the dissolving WG (select one):

__X__ The co-chairs will end their terms at the completion of the merge
____ The co-chairs will continue their original terms as co-chairs of the surviving WG
__X__ The co-chairs will become interim co-chairs of the surviving WG, standing for election at the next WGM

Abdul-Malik Shakir’s terms ends at the end of 2022 and will not be renewed. Jean Duteau will end his term at the completion of the merge. Ron Shapiro and Grahame Grieve will become interim co-chairs of FHIR-I.